
AFFILIATE CONTRACT



WHAT IS AN AFFILIATE PROGRAMME/MARKET-
ING?

Affiliate programme/marketing is an advertising 
model in which a company compensates third-party 
publishers to generate traffic or leads to the compa-
ny’s products and services. The third-party publishers 
are affiliates, and the commission fee incentivizes 
them to find ways to promote the company. Affiliate 
marketing is a type of performance-based marketing 
in which a business rewards one or more affiliates for 

each visitor or customer brought by the affiliate's own 
marketing.

UNDERSTANDING AFFLIATE MARKETING
The internet has increased the prominence of affiliate 
marketing. Amazon (AMZN) popularized the practice 
by creating an affiliate marketing program whereby 
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marketing. Amazon (AMZN) popularized the practice 
by creating an affiliate marketing program whereby 

websites and bloggers put links to the Amazon page for 
a reviewed or discussed product to receive advertising 
fees when a purchase is made. In this sense, affiliate 
marketing is essentially a pay-for-performance market-
ing program where the act of selling is outsourced 
across a vast network.

Referral/Affiliate program helps valued investors earn 
commission when they refer investors using their 
referral link which in return increase their profile,
joining the referral/Affiliate program is rated based on 
performance and levels depending on the choice of 
plan your Down lines/referrals and this in return 
unlocks and boost your profile with a chance of becom-
ing REGIONAL MANAGER with benefits a like brand 
new car, monthly salary of $25,000 and many more

INDEX PROGRAM
4 percent referral/affiliate commission -2nd level no 
commission Instant payment as soon your referral 
invest.

EXCHANGE TRADED PROGRAM
6 percent referral/affiliate commission 2nd tier-3 
percent referral/affiliate commission Instant payment 
as soon your referral invest.

LIQUID PROGRAM
8 percent referral/affiliate commission 2nd tier-4 
percent referral/affiliate commission Instant payment 
as soon as your referral invest.
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MUTUAL PROGRAM
8 percent referral/affiliate commission 2nd tier-4 percent referral/affiliate 
commission Instant payment as soon as your referral invest.

APEX VALUE GROUP INVESTMENT AFFLIATE PROGRAMME
Is a contractual agreement between you and Insight Investment Investors Ltd to 
acquire targeted traffic, generate a sales lead, referring potential investors and 
promotion of the company? 

INCOME PROGRAM
12 percent referral/affiliate commission 2nd tier-6.5 percent referral/affiliate 
commission Instant payment as soon your referral invest

HOW DOES AFFLIATE PROGRAMME WORKS 

APEX VALUE INVESTMENT INVESTMENT COMPANY offers All investors 
whether active or new investor to become an affiliate of the company so as 
to enjoy greater benefits, rewards and higher commission paid to the affiliate
 ranging from 10.5 to 50 percent Affiliate commission based on performance, 
high level of referring potential investors, and the high level of promoting the 
company.
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Your Responsibility as an affiliate include;
1. Represent our product and service.
Represent our product and service on your site or social media pages or even 
physically from peer to peer through the use of links. These links may take the 
form of a banner, a text link, a search box, or even a Java appiet.

2. Drive traffic (get visitors) to our social media handles.
Establish a steady flow of targeted traffic to our social media handles in order 
to increase your potential to earn commissions. Once an investor uses your 
links to register and invest your commission will be paid instantly. How much 
you get paid will also differ according to the effectiveness of your work and the 
number if referral you have and can increase ranging from 10.5 to 50 percent 
commission.

3. Read the contract.
Information should be stated clearly in a contract. It is your responsibility to 
read the contract, even if it is long convoluted or boring. If you are unclear 
about the our policies, please contact support@apexvaluegroup.comHOW TO 
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JOIN AND BECOME AN AFFILIATE OF THE 
COMPANY.

ny with a recent picture of yours or I'd card attached 
to it 

3. Make sure you are oriented in in cryptocurrency 
especially Bitcoin and Ethereum and you must have 
a Wallet where your commission and payment will 
be sent to.

REWARDS AND BENEFITS OF JOINING MAP
1. Earn Affiliate commission of 10.5 when you refer an 
investor and it can increase within the frame of 10.5 
percent commission to 50 percent commission base 
on your performance in referring potential investors, 
promoting the company and also according to the 
effectiveness of your work.

2. Receive incentives on a weekly basis ranging from 
$100 to $500 according to your performance and 
effectiveness of work.

3. Have high chance of becoming REGIONAL 
MANAGER/REPRESENTATIVE which comes with 
benefits of a brand new car, salary of $2500, weekly 
allowance of $7500 free funded flight to UK and other 
tourist country of your choice and you can qualify to 
become one if you reached the Affiliate Gold level of 
performance.
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1. First of all you must register to create a member-
ship Investment account with the company so kindly 
go to https://apexvaluegrpup.com/register and
 create your account.

2. Send An affiliate letter application stating and 
showing intention to become an affiliate our compa-
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4. Earn fixed payment of $500 every month which is 
scaled base on your performance and you can qualify 
to start earning it every month if you have performed 
well and reffered at least 5 investors with minimum of 
$100 each.

5. Have access to participate in any promo.

6. Have access to loan.

7. You can win a car if you become the best Affiliate 
marketer of Insight Investment Company and also 
$20,000.

SUMMARY:
An online affiliate program is a contractual agreement 
you make with a merchant to bring in potential 
customers, generate leads, or promote the group.
Your responsibilities as an affiliate include represent-
ing a merchant, driving traffic, reading the contract, 
monitoring your site and links, referring investors and 
monitoring your statistics.

For more information on how to participate,
Contact the Head of Human Resources on

www.apexvaluegroup.com
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Note: There are no affiliate program fees to worry 
about and no need to create a product.
Beginning this line of work is relatively straightforward 
and free to become an affiliate of apexvaluegroup 
Investment.-


